
CARDBOARD
MAKING FROM HOME

Don’t forget to share your creations with us online.
#studio55makers #makingfromhome   

GOT A FEW TOILET ROLLS HANDY?
Common sources of cardboard are trusty old

toilet paper and paper towel rolls. Click on the
image to the left to check out some quick

and easy cardboard projects to get the most
creative fun from the good old toilet rolls! 

NEED MORE IDEAS?
Instructables is a vast platform for creative tutorials and has 

a wide range of cardboard projects. Also, check out Target Engineer 
on Youtube for more amazing cardboard projects. 

DIY LIFE HACKS
Ever thought about how cardboard 
could help make your life a little 
easier? Check out these fun and 
quirky DIY links. Below, we have a 
                            range of smartphone
                                stands and on the                
                                   right we have 
                                      a robotic arm
                                         and even a 
                                           combination
                                               safe!

ADVANCED PROJECTS
For the more ambitious makers,
this week we offer links to make a 
cardboard lolly dispenser, a hydraulic 
arm and a racing steering wheel for 
smartphone gaming. Which of these 
will you make?

EGG CARTONS
The humble egg carton offers 
plenty of ways to have quick and easy 
creative fun. These are also great 
projects to do with the kids, so give 
them a go! In this section we have 
animals, flowers and DIY paper clay.

MAKING FROM HOME CARDBOARD
This week we are changing it up, using the common resource of cardboard! We would definitely recommend 
a hot glue gun, otherwise PVA will do the trick in most instances. A metal ruler and a craft knife are often 
useful as well. See what cardboard you have around the house and let the fun begin!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfoTamfkw2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc8yZwAlleA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkYGfBz_MTU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgwtPKpRHv55720txpYi93Q
https://www.instructables.com/craft/cardboard/projects/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqb_RuuWVWI
https://www.facebook.com/studio55makers/
https://www.instagram.com/studio55makers/
https://library.aut.ac.nz/about/makerspace
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2r9U4wkjcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBgTYfJwZZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H3wVsceoS0&t=79s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72hlhJWWU9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1v3u41qQCOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFnLHOCWO3o&list=RDCMUC47FumpCG3ax1NdZKh8ccEg&start_radio=1
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